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Netcat: the TCP/IP swiss army

nc110.sourceforge.net
Netcat 1.10 ===== /\_/\ / 0 0 \ Netcat is a simple Unix utility which reads and writes data
====v ...

networking - How do you test the network speed betwen â€¦

askubuntu.com/.../how-do-you-test-the-network-speed-betwen-two-boxes
I have gigabit network setup in my house and few Ubuntu based boxes. Out of complete
curiosity I would like to check the speed between the two boxes.

Oriel® Instruments - newport.com

www.newport.com/b/oriel-instruments
Oriel® Instruments was founded in 1969 and quickly gained a reputation as an innovative
supplier of products for the making and measuring of light.

How to transfer large amounts of data via network.

moo.nac.uci.edu/~hjm/HOWTO_move_data.html
For first-time transfers of multi-GB directory trees containing 10,000s of files, the use of
tar & netcat seems to be the fastest way to move the data.

Check disk speed quickly and easily in Linux | Steve Fortuna
www.stevefortuna.com/check-disk-speed-quickly-and-easily-in-linux
I generally use hdparm to test the speed of disks in Linux. The command I use is:
hdparm -tT /dev/sda This quickly tests the throughput, but I

Open a test TCP connection to a specified IP/Port - Super
User

superuser.com/.../open-a-test-tcp-connection-to-a-specified-ip-port
I'm looking for a tool that works across windows (xp through 7) that will allow me to open
a TCP connection to a specified ip and port. This functionality used to ...

Hobbit's techie-rants - Techno-Fandom Home Page

techno-fandom.org/~hobbit
Hobbit's techie rants, lighting, dimmers, hobbit, wholehog, hogging, hogpc, hog ii, etc
express, leko, source 4, Arisia, gobo cutting, dmx, dmx signals, proper ...
[PDF]

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICE MANUAL - MDMotors

www.mdmotors.ru/netcat_files/216/180/F60A_69W_28197_3D_1X.PDF
NOTICE This Supplementary Service Manual has been prepared to introduce new
service and new data information for the F60 which is based on the F50.
[PDF]

Outboard OptiMax I - MDMotors

www.mdmotors.ru/netcat_files/216/180/MERCURY__OptiMax_Tehnicheskoe...
1-7 90-898305 Analog Instrument Harness 84-892990T01 connects to the 10 pin/J-box
connection on new 14 pin key/choke harness, to operate analog gauges

Latest Topics | ZDNet

www.zdnet.com/topic
Latest trending topics being covered on ZDNet including Reviews, Tech Industry,
Security, Hardware, Apple, and Windows
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